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THE UFUA AVIATION BRANCH NEWSLETTER 
 
In this edition: 

1. From the Branch Secretary 
2. Meet Von 
3. Vehicles and Equipment Portfolio 
4. Letter to Minister 
5. WHS – ARFF Health and Safety Committee 

 
 
 
1. From the Branch Secretary 
Your Union’s annual face to face Branch Committee of Management was held in Brisbane from 20-22 
September. The minutes of the meeting are currently being drafted and a copy of the minutes will be 
available as soon as we can get them to you. 
 
There was considerable discussion around improving communication with members and enhancing 
our resources in the Union office. To this end the BCOM determined to employ Mark Von Nida to 
assist the Branch Secretary and the BCOM in improving our communications and strengthening our 
industrial capacity. Mark will be well known to many of you but for those who haven’t met Mark he 
has written a letter introducing himself to you and you can read that later in this newsletter. 
 
We are all looking forward to adding to the team and look forward to exciting times ahead for our 
Union. 
 
You will be aware that we have recently run cases in the Fair Work Commission and the Federal Court. 
A full report on the decisions in these matters will be in our next newsletter. 
 
More detail on the recent BCOM conference will also be published in future newsletters as well.  
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Future newsletteers will be filled with information and updates on a range of issues affecting you in 
one way or another so take the time to read them and if there is a topic you would like to see published 
don’t hesitate to let us know. 
 
Henry Lawrence 
Branch  Secretary 
 
 

2. Meet Von 
Please allow me introduce myself to you and tell you a bit about me. 
 
My name is Mark von Nida. 
 
I was until recently a manager in Airservices, having thoroughly enjoyed a 28 year career as an 
Aviation Firefighter. It was and still is an exceptional vocation full of challenge and interest and I 
would, and always have encouraged every aviation firefighter to really learn and know your trade. 
There is just so much to it and you never have to stop learning. 
 
My career as an aviation firefighter started in Mount Isa after leaving the QLD Ambulance Service. I 
served in Mount Isa, Brisbane, Alice Springs, Mackay, Perth, Sydney and finally back to Brisbane 
again. I reached the rank of Chief Superintendent. I hold post graduate qualifications (Masters) from 
the Charles Sturt University in Emergency Management and Leadership & Management. I was 
nominated for the Chairman’s Award for professional excellence twice and I won it once for the 
work I did (along with many others) on CFBT.  
 
But now I work for you! That’s right not for some entity called the Union or the UFU, I work for you, 
all of you, 900 or so UFU members that collectively make up what we call the Union.  
 
A union can be defined as ‘an organisation of workers or employees who have joined together to 
achieve common goals.’ So, when the talk around the station turns to what has the UFU ever done 
for me and the Union has no power anymore and we can’t change anything, perhaps that’s when we 
need to go back to what is the source of any Unions power?  
 
Having effective representatives is a very big start to being able to communicate your concerns 
effectively to your employer, the regulators and to the Minister. I fully accept that a lot of you don’t 
feel that this has been the case up till now, and we apologise for that but your BCOM and your Union 
Executive have been listening to you which is why I have been employed to help in addressing this 
very important issue.  
 
The real power of any Union though is not the Executive or the BCOM, it’s the solidarity of the 
membership. You!  
 
That’s right, you personally. This means that you might have to leave your comfort zone, take a small 
hit, put yourself at some risk, put others first or organise Union business on your days off. But if you 
really want the UFU to achieve results for you then it takes all 900 of us to stand behind our Union to 
give it the power and voice it needs to confront the issues we face. 
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Another common complaint is that Industrial Relations laws have taken all the power out of the 
Union, so we are simply a toothless tiger living on past glories. But you need to also understand two 
very important things:  

1. The new EA negotiations are very close and with it comes protected bargaining periods which 
can be a lot like Karma; and 

2. The Industrial Relations laws, although very restrictive are also a two edged sword providing 
some pretty powerful protections for you the worker at the same time. 

 
Know your rights!  
Resolving workplace issues can be difficult so it is essential to know your rights and to understand 
what your entitlements are.  
 
For example, it is unlawful for your employer to dismiss you, threaten to dismiss you, negatively 
alter your position, or cause you detriment because: (and this includes charging you under code of 
conduct) 
• You have a workplace right; 
• You make an inquiry or complaint in relation to your employment or workplace rights; 
• You join the union or participate in lawful activities such as voting on an agreement or taking 

protected industrial action; 
• You perform a representative role in your workplace (such as OH&S representative, 

harassment officer or union delegate); 
• Of your race, colour, sex, sexual preference, age, physical or mental disability, marital status, 

family or carer’s responsibilities, pregnancy, religion, political opinion, national extraction or 
social origin. 

 
It is unlawful for your employer to place undue influence or pressure on you to agree to change 
certain employment arrangements. For example, your employer can't pressure you to sign an 
Individual Flexibility Arrangement.  
 
It is unlawful for your employer to coerce you to exercise your workplace rights in a particular way. 
For example your employer can not pressure you not to take leave to which you are entitled.  
An employee, Union or Fair Work Inspector, can enforce a workplace right.  
 
When many of you are already feeling very stressed and vulnerable, it easy for someone to play on 
those fears. You rely on your jobs to provide for your families, for your way of life and to pay your 
mortgages. You invest a lot of yourself into any emergency service career and when it is placed at 
risk it is very stressful to you personally. A lot of you also feel bullied and harassed by the changes 
and events taking place around you and the behaviour of some people. Again I urge you very 
strongly to use the systems that are in place to protect your health in these trying times. 
 
If you are stressed: Talk to a Peer Supporter, Contact the EAP, go see your GP, follow their advice 
and always put your health first. There are many other jobs out there, there is only one you. 
If you feel you are being bullied and coerced and threatened with code of conduct violations: Firstly 
do a self-check, if what you are doing is simply exercising a workplace right, report it. If not stop 
doing the wrong thing. It is not a sign of weakness to report a bully, it does not make you a dobber, 
that way of thinking is long dead. Punching them in the nose will only result in you being charged 
with assault and sacked. Screaming, threatening and yelling back at them will also get you into 
trouble and possibly sacked. Reporting them is the only right thing to do, it is the strong and smart 
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thing to do. If you don’t, you give them the power to treat you and everyone else at your station the 
same way. Use the system and the protections built into it to protect yourself and your fellow 
members from workplace bullies. 
 
Every station should have a UFU Delegate, a Harassment officer a WHS representative and a Deputy. 
If not step up, if not you then why not! Someone once said a critic is someone who hides during the 
battle and then comes out after when it’s safe to shoot the wounded.  
 
Your Union will be improving our communications to you from now on, letting you know exactly 
what we are doing and why. Your Union wants to hear from you so talk to your Organiser, BCOM 
Delegate and if you ultimately have to, call or email the Union office or why not drop into the office 
if you live close enough.  
 
If you have a problem, a great idea, or simply want to unload all your issues before your head blows 
up, talk to us. We know that the best ideas and solutions nearly always come from the station floor. 
Remember, just like you are the Union you are also the fire service. The fire stations can’t open 
without you, the trucks won’t turn out by themselves and the equipment doesn’t save anyone’s 
lives, you do. Never forget the power that gives you as a collective group of qualified professionals. 
 
Mark von Nida 
 
 

3. Vehicles and Equipment Portfolio 
 
The new Accelerate program has seen management portfolios disappear and it seems at this time all 
ARFF portfolio’s (new, old, ongoing) will be with the CFO. The branch Executive will confirm this with 
ARFF management at the Divisional Consultative Council (DCC) meeting on the 12th of October.  
Your union representatives have given ARFF management feedback on the following ARFF projects 
on members’ behalf in the last 12 months: 
 
Internal Access Vehicle (IAV) project  
This project incorporates Air stairs with firefighting capabilities and has been dragging on for 3 years 
now. I was part of a phone hook-up for the IAV Preliminary Human Factors Assessment in February 
2015. While there was promise of the UFU being included in the safety case for the IAV during this 
meeting the UFU were only given the Concept of Operations the 28th of September this year. With 
the assistance of our Secretary and one of our Union professional consultant’s a reply was 
forwarded back to the project manager David Robertson. Several safety and operational efficiency 
concerns were brought up with our reply to ARFF management. Including what arrangements have 
been made at all stations to facilitate safe entry into any ACFT ARFF services, not just the A380. In 
any regard it seems that ARFF management had already made a decision on the vehicle to be 
purchased before UFU feedback was given. Basically in a nut shell it seems that one IAV will be 
purchased for Melbourne where its fitness for purpose will be checked, training requirements 
developed and operating procedures developed. While the UFU agrees that this process should take 
place, end user input has been scarce to date so any outcomes could be easily skewed by 
management. 
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The Electronic Rescue Equipment (ERU) replacement project.  
While this project has seen ARFF procure and place into service 6 sets of Weber E-force ERU’s 
around the country. It would seem that ARFF management have conducted two more rescue 
equipment trials without involving the UFU. Results of these trials and the direction ARFF 
management will take is unknown at this time. 
 
 
Radio replacement project 
This ARFF project looks at the complete replacement of all mobile and portable radios (VHF, VHF 
marine, and UHF). Steve Davies is the ARFF ROM involved. The trial did involve an operational crew 
from Melbourne ARFF at an MFB facility in Craigieburn, VIC. The UFU was not advised or invited to 
this trial but had to request to be involved through workplace relations, after finding out through 
membership contacts at short notice. Our President Jon Vaughn attended functional trial as I could 
not be released from duty. He was required to sign commercial in confidence document to take part.  
 
While it is positive that our radio equipment is being looked at for replacement and operational staff 
were involved. The fact that management once again neglected to adequately consult the UFU and 
once again handpicked their participants is disturbing and does not allow the UFU to get better 
outcomes for its members. 
 
At this stage ARFF management have not kept the UFU up to date with the status of most surviving 
projects in the Vehicle and Equipment portfolio. Instead we have had to rely on members to inform 
the office of any developments. Several outstanding safety related issues and project proposals in 
this portfolio have been raised by me as agenda items in the recent National Health and Safety 
Committee (NHSC) meeting and will be followed up through WHS channels.  
 
Management’s line is still that they are abiding by the consultation clause in the EA and do not have 
to include the UFU in the consultation process any further. The UFU see this as a deliberate attempt 
on ARFF management’s part to exclude your elected representatives from representing you. It is 
worth mentioning that the Aviation branch has the ability to draw on extensive experience from 
other branches of the UFU, through the national UFUA. Allowing BCOM to use the collective 
experience of all fire services from around the country and even the world. Why ARFF management 
would turn its back on this beggars belief. This is why it is vital that members keep their ear to the 
ground when it comes to ARFF management calling for volunteers to take part in operational trials. If 
you hear of anything, or are involved in a trial of any kind at short notice, please inform the UFU 
office so that the appropriate BCOM member can attempt to take part. 
 
Rest assured that with your assistance your union representatives will continue to peruse the best 
operational and safety outcomes for its members. 
 
In unity 
Ringo 
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4. Letter to Minister  
 
The following letter was sent to the Minister for Infrastructure and Transport and other Members of 
the House of Reps and the Senate. We sent the letter to highlight our concerns about what we 
believe is Airservices flagrant disregard for ICAO recommended practices based purely on business 
decisions that are merely about saving money and reducing costs rather than your safety and the 
safety of air crew and the flying public.  It is an extremely important letter and you need to read it. 

 
United Firefighters’ Union of Australia Aviation Branch 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
27th September 2016 
 
 
The Honourable Darren Chester MP 
Minister for Infrastructure and Transport 
PO Box 486 
Sale VIC 3850 
Email: Darren.Chester.MP@aph.gov.au 
 
Dear Minister,  
 
The UFU Aviation Branch brings to your attention the following safety issue causing extreme 
concern to our membership.  The issue is Airservices Australia’s complete disregard for the ICAO 
recommended practices based purely on business decisions.  
 
Airservices position is simply that these practices are merely recommendations which are not 
binding. The current CASA ARFF specialist has stated that he agrees with this and fully supports 
Airservices complete disregard for these crucial safety recommendations by the world peak body 
for aviation safety - ICAO. 
 
We draw your attention to the following Acts and Regulations that in our opinion prevent this 
disregard for crucial safety recommendations by internationally recognised world experts.   
 
Firstly, in regards to making regulations we refer to s26 of the Air Navigation Act 1920: 

26 Regulations 

 (1) The Governor-General may make regulations, not inconsistent with this Act: 

Box 8 TLC Building 
16 Peel Street 
South Brisbane Qld 4101 
 Ph: 07 3846 5580/Fax: 07 3844 8026 
Email: ufuavat1@bigpond.com.au 
www.ufuavat.asn.au 

ABN 96 533 521 914 
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(a) prescribing all matters which by this Act are required or permitted to be 
prescribed or which are necessary or convenient to be prescribed for 
carrying out or giving effect to this Act; 

(b) for the purpose of carrying out and giving effect to the Chicago Convention, 
as amended by the Protocols referred to in subsection 3A(2), any Annex to 
the Convention relating to international standards and recommended 
practices (being an extract from the Annex adopted in accordance with 

the Convention) and the Air Transit Agreement; 

  (c) …………………………………………………………………… 

(d) …………………………………………………………………… 

(e) …………………………………………………………………… 

 
This point also needs to be fully considered by CASA when trying to rewrite the Regulations or 
the MOS 139H. In our opinion, it is not within CASA’s remit to ignore the ICAO Chicago Convention, 
including the Annexes, Standards and Recommended Practices, or to write Regulations that do 
not properly give effect to the convention and that blatantly disregard the safety critical 
information provided in the Annexes and Airport Services Manuals. ICAO Recommended 
Practices are recognised and empowered under this Act of Parliament placing obligations on 
Australia as a signatory to the Chicago Convention. 
 
Chapter IV, Article 28 of the Chicago Convention [Air navigation facilities and standard systems] 
provides that: 
 

Each contracting State undertakes, so far as it may find practicable, to:  
 

a) Provide, in its territory, airports, radio services, meteorological services and 
other air navigation facilities to facilitate international air navigation, in 
accordance with the standards and practices recommended or established 
from time to time, pursuant to this Convention;  

 
This is further supported in Chapter VI Article 37 [Adoption of international standards and 

procedures.]  
 

Each contracting State undertakes to collaborate in securing the highest practicable degree 
of uniformity in regulations, standards, procedures, and organization in relation to aircraft, 
personnel, airways and auxiliary services in all matters in which such uniformity will facilitate 
and improve air navigation.  
 
To this end the International Civil Aviation Organization shall adopt and amend from time to 
time, as may be necessary, international standards and recommended practices and 
procedures dealing with:  
 

(a) Communications systems and air navigation aids, including ground 
marking;  
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(b) Characteristics of airports and landing areas;  

 
(c) Rules of the air and air traffic control practices;  

 
(d) Licensing of operating and mechanical personnel;  

 
(e) Airworthiness of aircraft;  

 
(f) Registration and identification of aircraft;  

 
(g) Collection and exchange of meteorological information;  

 
(h) Log books; 

 
(i) Aeronautical maps and charts;  

 
(j) Customs and immigration procedures;  

 
(k) Aircraft in distress and investigation of accident;  

 
and such other matters concerned with the safety, regularity, and efficiency of air navigation 
as may from time to time appear appropriate. 

 
The Convention on International Civil Aviation is quite clear in stating that in adopting 
international standards and procedures, each contracting State undertakes to collaborate in 
securing the highest practicable degree of uniformity in regulations, standards, procedures, and 
organization in relation to aircraft, personnel, airways and auxiliary services in all matters in 
which such uniformity will facilitate and improve air navigation.  
 
There is no caveat that states if it’s possible to save some money then signatory states can do 
whatever they want. 
 
Article 38 of the Convention [Departures from international standards and procedures] allows for 
some departures from international standards and procedures but does not provide carte 
blanche permission for Airservices or CASA to completely disregard crucial safety practices based 
purely on business decisions. 
 
Departures from international standards and procedures 
 
Any State which finds it impracticable to comply in all respects with any such international standard or 
procedure, or to bring its own regulations or practices into full accord with any international standard 
or procedure after amendment of the latter, or which deems it necessary to adopt regulations or 
practices differing in any particular respect from those established by an international standard, shall 
give immediate notification to the International Civil Aviation Organization of the differences between 
its own practice and that established by the international standard. In the case of amendments to 
international standards, any State which does not make the appropriate amendments to its own 
regulations or practices shall give notice to the Council within sixty days of the adoption of the 
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amendment to the international standard, or indicate the action which it proposes to take. In any such 
case, the Council shall make immediate notification to all other states of the difference which exists 
between one or more features of an international standard and the corresponding national practice of 
that State. 
 
 
Division 2—AA’s functions and powers in Part 2 of The Airservices Act 1995 is also very clear 
on what the function of Airservices is and what they are supposed to achieve on behalf of the 
Australian government as a signatory to the Chicago Convention: 
 

8  AA’s functions 
(1) AA has the following functions: 

 
(a) providing services and facilities: 

 
   (i) for the purpose of Australia or another country giving effect to the Chicago 

Convention; or 
 
9 Manner in which AA must perform its functions 

 (1) In exercising its powers and performing its functions, AA must regard the safety 
of air navigation as the most important consideration. 

(2) Subject to subsection (1), AA must exercise its powers and perform its functions 
in a manner that ensures that, as far as is practicable, the environment is 
protected from: 

 
(a) the effects of the operation and use of aircraft; and 
 
(b) the effects associated with the operation and use of aircraft. 

 
(3) AA must perform its functions in a manner that is consistent with Australia’s 

obligations under: 
 

(a) the Chicago Convention; and 
 
(b) any other agreement between Australia and any other country or countries 

relating to the safety of air navigation. 
 
The Airservices Act 1995 also clearly defines the meaning of the term Chicago Convention at 
section 3 Interpretation: 

Chicago Convention means: 

(a) the Convention on International Civil Aviation done at Chicago on 
7 December 1944, whose English text is set out in Schedule 1 to the Air 
Navigation Act 1920; and 
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(b) the Protocols amending that Convention, being the Protocols referred to in 
subsection 3A (2) of that Act, whose English texts are set out in Schedules to 
that Act; and 

(c) the Annexes to that Convention relating to international standards and 
recommended practices, being Annexes adopted in accordance with that 
Convention. 

These provisions in the Airservices Act 1995 clearly state that safety and not business 
considerations is the most important consideration for Airservices and its Board Members. 
Further, the specific inclusion of the Chicago Convention in the Act makes it incumbent on 
Airservices to comply with its legislative function and duty to give effect to the convention on 
behalf of the Government of Australia. The Chicago Convention is very clearly defined in the Act 
as including the ICAO Standards and Recommended Practices as called up in the relevant 
Annexes. 
 
Minister, the Union and its members call on you to direct Airservices and CASA to properly fulfil 
their functions and recognise the expert advice provided by world acknowledged experts in 
aviation safety and ARFFS as contained in the ICAO Annexes Recommended Practices.  
 
The Union also urges that you direct that the NFPA Standards, in particular NFPA 403 [Standard 
For Aircraft Rescue and Fire-Fighting Services at Airports] be adopted by ARFFS as this document 
provides ARFFS operational standards that are written by world class experts in Aviation Rescue 
and Firefighting. By doing this you can be assured that Australia is once again providing a 
recognised best practice Aviation Rescue and Fire Fighting Service. 
 
Yours faithfully 
Henry Lawrence 
Branch Secretary 
 
 

5. WHS  - ARFF Health and Safety Committee 
 
In July this year a request to establish an ARFF Health and Safety Committee (HSC) was forwarded to 
ARFF management. The role, functions and obligation to establish a HSC are comprehensively 
outlined by WHS legislation. The request has been overlooked and/or denied (it’s difficult to 
determine exactly which?) either way, as a result Comcare has been contacted and requested to 
initiate Section 82 of the WHS Act ‘Referral of issue to regulator for resolution by inspector’.  
ARFF managements current penchant for WHS “consultation” is underpinned by its desire to hand 
pick employee representatives, this desire does not allow for ARFF specific health and safety issues 
to be adequately addressed and for its workers to be effectively represented.  
 
The WHS Act’s intention for HSC’s is to encourage worker participation in the management of WHS 
across an entire workforce. An ARFF HSC will provide fair and effective national workplace 
representation, consultation and issue resolution in relation to workplace health and safety.  
 
Members are encouraged to support their local employee representatives and to liaise with them on 
all matters concerning WHS.  
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The role and functions of a HSC are detailed below, this information has been lifted from a 
document published on the Comcare website titled “Participating in effective health and safety 
committees”.  
 

 

 
 
In Unity 
Wes Garrett 
WHS Coordinator 
 
 
FORWARD ALL CONTRIBUTIONS TO: ufuavat1@bigpond.com.au 
 
 

Authorised by Henry Lawrence Branch Secretary United Firefighters’ Union of Australia Aviation Branch 


